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A Universidade do Porto no CWTS Leiden Ranking 2016 
 
http://www.leidenranking.com/ 
 

1. Metodologia do CWTS Leiden Ranking 2016 
 
 

“Moving beyond just ranking 

In the 2016 edition of the CWTS Leiden Ranking, we aim to move beyond just ranking. The Leiden 
Ranking can now be explored from three different perspectives. In addition to the traditional list view, 
where universities are presented in a list ordered based on a selected indicator, the Leiden Ranking 2016 
offers two new perspectives, the chart view and the map view. The chart view presents universities in a 
scatter plot, enabling two selected indicators to be compared. The map view presents universities in an 
interactive geographical map.  
 
Multidimensional perspective 

To emphasize the importance of taking a multidimensional perspective on the Leiden Ranking, in the 2016 
edition universities are by default ordered based on the size of their publication output. To create a ranking 
based on an impact or collaboration indicator, you need to explicitly select the indicator based on which 
you want universities to be ranked. Also, in the 2016 edition of the Leiden Ranking, size-dependent and 
size-independent indicators (e.g., the number and the percentage of highly cited publications) are 
presented together, highlighting that both types of indicators need to be taken into account.  
 
Differences with other university rankings 

Compared with other university rankings, the CWTS Leiden Ranking offers more advanced indicators of 
scientific impact and collaboration and uses a more transparent methodology. The Leiden Ranking does 
not rely on highly subjective data obtained from reputational surveys or on data provided by universities 
themselves. Also, the Leiden Ranking refrains from aggregating different dimensions of university 
performance into a single overall indicator.” 
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“Data 

The CWTS Leiden Ranking 2016 is based exclusively on bibliographic data from the Web of Science 
database produced by Thomson Reuters. Below we discuss the Web of Science data that is used in the 
Leiden Ranking. We also discuss the enrichments made to this data by CWTS.  
 
Web of Science 

The Web of Science database consists of a number of citation indices. The Leiden Ranking uses data 
from the Science Citation Index Expanded, the Social Sciences Citation Index, and the Arts & Humanities 
Citation Index. The Leiden Ranking is based on Web of Science data because Web of Science offers a 
good coverage of the international scientific literature and generally provides high quality data.  
The Leiden Ranking does not take into account conference proceedings publications and book 
publications. This is an important limitation in certain research fields, especially in computer science, 
engineering, and the social sciences and humanities. 
 
Enriched data 

CWTS enriches Web of Science data in a number of ways. First of all, CWTS performs its own citation 
matching (i.e., matching of cited references to the publications they refer to). Furthermore, in order to 
calculate the distance-based collaboration indicators included in the Leiden Ranking, CWTS performs 
geocoding of the addresses listed in publications in Web of Science. Most importantly, CWTS puts a lot of 
effort in assigning publications to universities in a consistent and accurate way. This is by no means a 
trivial issue. Universities may be referred to using many different name variants, and the definition and 
delimitation of universities is not obvious at all. The methodology employed in the Leiden Ranking to 
assign publications to universities is discussed here.” 
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“Universities  

The CWTS Leiden Ranking 2016 includes 842 universities worldwide. These universities have been 
selected based on their number of Web of Science indexed publications in the period 2011–2014. As 
discussed below, a sophisticated data collection methodology is employed to assign publications to 
universities.  
 

                                                 
1
 http://www.leidenranking.com/#sthash.3OYN9rCn.dpuf, acedido 19 de maio de 2016. 

2
 http://www.leidenranking.com/information/data, acedido 19 de maio de 2016. 

http://www.leidenranking.com/
http://www.leidenranking.com/information/universities
http://www.leidenranking.com/#sthash.3OYN9rCn.dpuf
http://www.leidenranking.com/information/data
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Identification of universities 

Identifying universities is challenging due to the lack of clear internationally accepted criteria that define 
universities. Typically, a university is characterized by a combination of education and research tasks in 
conjunction with a doctorate-granting authority. However, these characteristics do not mean that 
universities are particularly homogeneous entities that allow for international comparison on every aspect. 
As a result of its focus on scientific research, the Leiden Ranking presents a list of institutions that have a 
high degree of research intensity in common. Nevertheless, the ranking scores for each institution should 
be evaluated in the context of its particular mission and responsibilities, which are strongly linked to 
national and regional academic systems. Academic systems - and the role of universities therein - differ 
substantially between countries and are constantly changing. Inevitably, the outcomes of the Leiden 
Ranking reflect these differences and changes.  
The international variety in the organization of academic systems also poses difficulties in terms of 
identifying the proper unit of analysis. In many countries, there are collegiate universities, university 
systems, or federal universities. Instead of applying formal criteria, whenever possible we follow common 
practice based on the way these institutions are perceived locally. Consequently, we treat the University of 
Cambridge and the University of Oxford as entities, whereas in the case of the University of London we 
distinguish between the constituent colleges. For the United States, university systems (e.g. the University 
of California) are split up into separate universities. The higher education sector in France, like in many 
other countries, has gone through several reorganizations in recent years. Many French institutions of 
higher education have been grouped together in Communautés d'Universités et Etablissements 
(COMUEs), succeeding the earlier Pôles de Recherche et d'Enseignement Supérieur (PRES). Except in 
the case of full mergers, the Leiden Ranking still distinguishes between the different constituent 
institutions.  
Publications are assigned to universities based on their recent configuration. Changes in the 
organizational structures of universities up to 2015 have been taken into account. For example, in the 
Leiden Ranking 2016, the University of Bordeaux encompasses all publications previously assigned to the 
University of Bordeaux I, the University of Bordeaux Segalen II, and the Montesquieu University Bordeaux 
IV. 
 
Affiliated institutions 

A key challenge in the compilation of a university ranking is the handling of publications originating from 
research institutes and hospitals affiliated with universities. Among academic systems, a wide variety 
exists in the types of relations maintained by universities with these affiliated institutions. Usually, these 
relationships are shaped by local regulations and practices affecting the comparability of universities on a 
global scale. As there is no easy solution for this issue, it is important that producers of university rankings 
employ a transparent methodology in their treatment of affiliated institutions.  
CWTS distinguishes three different types of affiliated institutions:  
1.Component 
2.Joint research facility or organization 
3.Associated organization 
In the case of a component, the affiliated institution is actually part of or controlled by the university. 
Universitaire Ziekenhuizen Leuven is an example of a component, since it is part of the legal entity of 
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.  
A joint research facility or organization is the identical to a component except that it is administered by 
more than one organization. The Brighton & Sussex Medical School (the joint medical faculty of the 
University of Brighton and the University of Sussex) and Charité (the medical school of both the Humboldt 
University and the Freie Universität Berlin) are examples of this type of affiliated institution.  
The third type of affiliated institution is the associated organization, which is more loosely connected to a 
university. This organization is an autonomous institution that collaborates with one or more universities 
based on a joint purpose but at the same time has separate missions and tasks. In many countries, 
hospitals that operate as teaching or university hospitals fall into this category. The Massachusetts 
General Hospital, one of the teaching hospitals of the Harvard Medical School, is an example of an 
associated organization.  
The Leiden Ranking 2016 counts a publication as output of a university if at least one of the affiliations in 
the publication explicitly mentions either the university or one of its components or joint research facilities. 
In a limited number of cases, affiliations with academic hospitals that are not controlled or owned by the 
university are also treated as if they were mentioning the university itself. The rationale for this is that in 
some cases academic hospitals – although formally being distinct legal entities – are so tightly integrated 
with the university that they are commonly perceived as being a component or extension of that university. 
Examples of this situation include the university medical centers in the Netherlands and some of the 
academic health science systems in the United States and other countries. In these cases, universities 
have actually delegated their medical research and teaching activities to the academic hospitals and 
universities may even no longer act as the formal employer of the medical researchers involved. In other 
cases, tight integration between a university and an academic hospital may manifest itself by an extensive 
overlap in staff. In this situation, researchers may not always mention explicitly their affiliation with the 
university. An example of this tight integration is the relation between the University Hospital Zurich and 
the University of Zurich.  
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The list of academic hospitals that have been treated as a component of a university is available here. 
Inevitably, some degree of arbitrariness is involved in the decision to treat an academic hospital as a 
component even though it constitutes an independent legal entity. We discuss this in more detail in a blog 
post.  
Affiliated organizations that are not classified as a component or a joint research facility or treated as such 
are labeled as associated organizations. In the case of publications with affiliations from associated 
organizations, a distinction is made between publications from associated organizations that also mention 
the university and publications from associated organizations that do not include a university affiliation. In 
the latter case, a publication is not considered to originate from the university. On the other hand, if a 
publication includes an affiliation from a particular university as well as an affiliation from an associated 
organization, both affiliations are considered to represent that particular university. The effect of this 
procedure depends on the counting method that is used in the calculation of bibliometric indicators. The 
procedure influences results obtained using the fractional counting method, but it has no effect on results 
obtained using the full counting method.  
 
Selection of universities 

The Leiden Ranking 2016 includes 842 universities from 53 different countries. These are all universities 
worldwide that have produced at least 1000 Web of Science indexed publications in the period 2011–
2014. Only so-called core publications are counted, which are publications in international scientific 
journals. Also, only research articles and review articles are taken into account. Other types of publications 
are not considered. Furthermore, collaborative publications are counted fractionally. For instance, if a 
publication includes five addresses of which two belong to a particular university, the publication is counted 
with a weight of 2 / 5 = 0.4 for that university.  
It is important to note that universities do not need to apply to be included in the Leiden Ranking. The 
universities included in the Leiden Ranking are selected by CWTS according to the procedure described 
above. Universities do not need to provide any input themselves.  
 
Data quality 

The assignment of publications to universities is not free of errors, and it is important to emphasize that in 
general universities do not verify and approve the results of the Leiden Ranking data collection 
methodology. Two types of errors are possible. On the one hand, there may be false positives, which are 
publications that have been assigned to a university when in fact they do not belong to the university. On 
the other hand, there may be false negatives, which are publications that have not been assigned to a 
university when in fact they do belong to the university. The data collection methodology of the Leiden 
Ranking can be expected to yield substantially more false negatives than false positives. In practice, it 
turns out to be infeasible to manually check all addresses occurring in Web of Science. Because of this, 
many of the 5% least frequently occurring addresses in Web of Science have not been manually checked. 
This can be considered a reasonable upper bound for errors, since most likely the majority of these 
addresses do not belong to universities.” 
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“Fields 

The CWTS Leiden Ranking 2016 provides statistics not only at the level of science as a whole but also at 
the level of the following five main fields of science:  
•Biomedical and health sciences 
•Life and earth sciences 
•Mathematics and computer science 
•Physical sciences and engineering 
•Social sciences and humanities 
As discussed below, these five main fields are defined based on large number of micro-level fields. 
 
Algorithmically defined main fields 

Each publication of a university belongs to one, or sometimes to more than one, of the above main fields. 
If a publication belongs to more than one main field, the publication is assigned fractionally to each of the 
main fields. For instance, a publication belonging to two main fields is assigned to each of the two fields 
with a weight of 1 / 2 = 0.5.  
Publications are assigned to the five main fields using an algorithmic approach. Traditionally, fields of 
science are defined by sets of related journals. This approach is problematic especially in the case of 
multidisciplinary journals such as Nature, PLOS ONE, PNAS, and Science, which do not belong to one 
specific scientific field. The five main fields listed above are defined at the level of individual publications 
rather than at the journal level. In this way, publications in multidisciplinary journals can be properly 
assigned to a field.  
Publications are assigned to main fields in the following three steps:  
1. We start with 4113 micro-level fields of science. These fields are constructed algorithmically. Using a 
computer algorithm, each publication in Web of Science is assigned to one of the 4113 fields. This is done 
based on a large-scale analysis of hundreds of millions of citation relations between publications.  

                                                 
3
 http://www.leidenranking.com/information/universities, acedido 19 de maio de 2016. 

http://www.leidenranking.com/Content/CWTS%20Leiden%20Ranking%202016%20-%20University%20Hospitals.xlsx
https://www.cwts.nl/blog?article=n-q2w264
https://www.cwts.nl/blog?article=n-q2w264
http://www.leidenranking.com/information/indicators#counting-method
http://www.leidenranking.com/information/indicators#core-publications
http://www.leidenranking.com/information/universities
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2. We then determine for each of the 4113 micro-level fields the overlap with each of the 249 journal 
subject categories defined in Web of Science (excluding the Multidisciplinary Sciences subject category).  
3. Each subject category in Web of Science has been linked to one of the five main fields. Based on the 
link between subject categories and main fields, we assign each of the 4113 micro-level fields to one or 
more of the five main fields. A micro-level field is assigned to a main field if at least 25% of the publications 
in the micro-level field belong to subject categories linked to the main field.  
After the above steps have been taken, each publication in Web of Science has an assignment to a micro-
level field, and each micro-level field in turn has an assignment to at least one main field. Combining these 
results, we obtain for each publication an assignment to one or more main fields.  
The link between subject categories and main fields can be found in this Excel file.  
 
Overview of micro-level fields 

Information on the 4113 micro-level fields is available in this Excel file. For each micro-level field, the file 
provides the following information:  
•Numerical identifier (integer value between 1 and 4113). 
•Number of publications in a micro-level field (2000–2015). 
•List of the main fields to which a micro-level field belongs. 
•List of the five journals with the largest number of publications in a micro-level field. 
•List of five characteristic terms extracted from the titles of the publications in a micro-level field. 
[…] 
Assignment of publications to micro-level fields 

CWTS and Thomson Reuters have jointly decided to make the definitions of the micro-level fields publicly 
available. For each publication in Web of Science in the period 2006–2014 (article and review document 
types only), the Web of Science accession number (also known as the UT code) is made available along 
with a link to the micro-level field to which the publication has been assigned. Also, for each publication it 
is indicated whether the publication has been classified as a core or a non-core publication. […]” 
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“Indicators 

The CWTS Leiden Ranking 2016 offers a sophisticated set of bibliometric indicators that provide statistics 
on the scientific impact of universities and on universities’ involvement in scientific collaboration. The 
indicators available in the Leiden Ranking are discussed in detail below.  
 
Publications 

The Leiden Ranking is based on publications in Thomson Reuters’ Web of Science database (Science 
Citation Index Expanded, Social Sciences Citation Index, and Arts & Humanities Citation Index) in the 
period 2011–2014. Book publications, publications in conference proceedings, and publications in journals 
not indexed in Web of Science are not included. As explained in more detail below, within Web of Science, 
only so-called core publications are included, which are publications in international scientific journals. In 
addition, only publications of the Web of Science document types article and review are considered. 
 
Size-dependent vs. size-independent indicators 

Except for the publication output indicator P, all indicators included in the Leiden Ranking have two 
variants: A size-dependent and a size-independent variant. Size-dependent indicators are obtained by 
counting the absolute number of publications of a university that have a certain property, while size-
independent indicators are obtained by calculating the proportion of the publications of a university with a 
certain property. For instance, the number of highly cited publications of a university and the number of 
publications of a university co-authored with other organizations are size-dependent indicators. The 
proportion of the publications of a university that are highly cited and the proportion of a university’s 
publications co-authored with other organizations are size-independent indicators. In the case of size-
dependent indicators, universities with a larger publication output tend to perform better than universities 
with a smaller publication output. Size-independent indicators have been corrected for the size of the 
publication output of a university. So when size-independent indicators are used, both larger and smaller 
universities may perform well.  
  

                                                 
4
 http://www.leidenranking.com/information/fields, acedido 19 de maio de 2016. 

http://www.leidenranking.com/Content/CWTS%20Leiden%20Ranking%202016%20-%20Main%20fields.xlsx
http://www.leidenranking.com/Content/CWTS%20Leiden%20Ranking%202016%20-%20Micro-level%20fields.xlsx
http://www.leidenranking.com/information/indicators#core-publications
http://www.leidenranking.com/information/fields
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Impact indicators 

The Leiden Ranking offers the following indicators of scientific impact: 

 P(top 1%) and PP(top 1%). The number and the proportion of a university’s publications that, 

compared with other publications in the same field and in the same year, belong to the top 1% 
most frequently cited.  

 P(top 10%) and PP(top 10%). The number and the proportion of a university’s publications that, 

compared with other publications in the same field and in the same year, belong to the top 10% 
most frequently cited.  

 P(top 50%) and PP(top 50%). The number and the proportion of a university’s publications that, 

compared with other publications in the same field and in the same year, belong to the top 50% 
most frequently cited.  

 TCS and MCS. The total and the average number of citations of the publications of a university.  

 TNCS and MNCS. The total and the average number of citations of the publications of a 

university, normalized for field and publication year. An MNCS value of two for instance means 
that the publications of a university have been cited twice above the average of their field and 
publication year.  

Citations are counted until the end of 2015 in the calculation of the above indicators. Author self citations 
are excluded. All indicators except for TCS and MCS are normalized for differences in citation practices 
between scientific fields. For the purpose of this field normalization, about 4000 fields are distinguished. 
These fields are defined at the level of individual publications. Using a computer algorithm, each 
publication in Web of Science is assigned to a field based on its citation relations with other publications.  
It should be noted that the TCS, MCS, TNCS, and MNCS indicators are not available on the main ranking 
page. To view these indicator, click on the name of a university, after which a page will be opened that 
presents an overview of all bibliometric statistics for the university. This overview also includes the TCS, 
MCS, TNCS, and MNCS indicators.  
 
Collaboration indicators 

The following indicators of scientific collaboration are provided in the Leiden Ranking: 

 P(collab) and PP(collab). The number and the proportion of a university’s publications that have 

been co-authored with one or more other organizations.  

 P(int collab) and PP(int collab). The number and the proportion of a university’s publications that 

have been co-authored by two or more countries.  

 P(<100 km) and pp(<100 km). The number and the proportion of a university’s publications with a 

geographical collaboration distance of less than 100 km, where the geographical collaboration 
distance of a publication equals the largest geographical distance between two addresses 
mentioned in the publication’s address list.  

 P(>5000 km) and PP(>5000 km). The number and the proportion of a university’s publications 
with a geographical collaboration distance of more than 5000 km.  
 

Core publications 

The Leiden Ranking does not simply take into account all publications in Web of Science. Instead, the 
ranking is based on so-called core publications, which are a subset of all publications in Web of Science. 
Core publications are publications in international scientific journals in fields that are suitable for citation 
analysis.  
In order to be classified as a core publication, a publication must satisfy the following criteria:  

 The publication has been written in English. 

 The publication has one or more authors. (Anonymous publications are not allowed.) 

 The publication has not been retracted. 

 The publication has appeared in a core journal. 
The last criterion is a very important one. In the Leiden Ranking, a journal is considered a core journal if it 
meets the following conditions:  

 The journal has an international scope, as reflected by the countries in which researchers 
publishing in the journal and citing to the journal are located.  

 The journal has a sufficiently large number of references to other core journals, indicating that the 
journal is in a field that is suitable for citation analysis. Many journals in the arts and humanities 
do not meet this condition. The same applies to trade journals and popular magazines.  

In the calculation of the Leiden Ranking indicators, only core publications are included. Excluding non-core 
publications ensures that the Leiden Ranking is based on a relatively homogeneous set of publications, 
namely publications in international scientific journals in fields that are suitable for citation analysis. Field-
normalized impact indicators such as P(top 10%) and PP(top 10%) become more accurate by excluding 
non-core publications. It should be emphasized that non-core publications are excluded not because they 
are considered less important than core publications. Non-core publications may have an important 
scientific value. About one-sixth of the publications in Web of Science are excluded because they have 
been classified as non-core publications.  
A list of core and non-core journals is available in this Excel file.  

http://www.leidenranking.com/information/fields#micro-level-fields
http://www.leidenranking.com/Content/CWTS%20Leiden%20Ranking%202016%20-%20Core%20and%20non-core%20journals.xlsx
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Counting method 

The impact indicators in the Leiden Ranking can be calculated using either a full counting or a fractional 
counting method. The full counting method gives equal weight to all publications of a university. The 
fractional counting method gives less weight to collaborative publications than to non-collaborative ones. 
For instance, if the address list of a publication includes five addresses and two of these addresses belong 
to a particular university, the publication has a weight of 2 / 5 = 0.4 in the calculation of the impact 
indicators for this university. The fractional counting method leads to a more proper field normalization of 
impact indicators and therefore to fairer comparisons between universities active in different fields. For this 
reason, fractional counting is the preferred counting method for the impact indicators in the Leiden 
Ranking. Collaboration indicators are always calculated using the full counting method.  
 
Trend analysis 

To facilitate trend analyses, the Leiden Ranking provides statistics not only based on publications from the 
period 2011–2014, but also based on publications from five earlier periods: 2006–2009, 2007–2010, 
2008–2011, 2009–2012, and 2010–2013. The statistics for the different periods are calculated in a fully 
consistent way. For each period, citations are counted until the end of the first year after the period has 
ended. For instance, in the case of the period 2006–2009 citations are counted until the end of 2010, while 
in the case of the period 2011–2014 citations are counted until the end of 2015.  
 
Stability intervals 

Stability intervals provide some insight into the uncertainty in bibliometric statistics. A stability interval 
indicates a range of values of an indicator that are likely to be observed when the underlying set of 
publications changes. For instance, the PP(top 10%) indicator may be equal to 15.3% for a particular 
university, with a stability interval ranging from 14.1% to 16.5%. This means that the PP(top 10%) indicator 
equals 15.3% for this university, but that changes in the set of publications of the university may relatively 
easily lead to PP(top 10%) values in the range from 14.1% to 16.5%. The Leiden Ranking employs 95% 
stability intervals constructed using a statistical technique known as bootstrapping.  
 
More information 

More information on the Leiden Ranking methodology can be found in a number of papers by CWTS 
researchers. A detailed discussion of the Leiden Ranking is presented by Waltman et al. (2012). This 
paper relates to the 2011/2012 edition of the Leiden Ranking. Although not entirely up-to-date anymore, 
the paper still provides a lot of relevant information on the Leiden Ranking. The algorithmic approach taken 
in the Leiden Ranking to define scientific fields is described in detail by Waltman and Van Eck (2012). 
Field normalization of impact indicators based on algorithmically defined fields is studied by Ruiz-Castillo 
and Waltman (2014). The methodology adopted in the Leiden Ranking for identifying core publications and 
core journals is outlined by Waltman and Van Eck (2013a, 2013b). Finally, the importance of using 
fractional rather than full counting in the calculation of field-normalized impact indicators is explained by 
Waltman and Van Eck (2015).  

 Waltman, L., Calero-Medina, C., Kosten, J., Noyons, E.C.M., Tijssen, R.J.W., Van Eck, N.J., Van 
Leeuwen, T.N., Van Raan, A.F.J., Visser, M.S., & Wouters, P. (2012). The Leiden Ranking 
2011/2012: Data collection, indicators, and interpretation. Journal of the American Society for 
Information Science and Technology, 63(12), 2419–2432. (paper, preprint)  

 Waltman, L., & Van Eck, N.J. (2012). A new methodology for constructing a publication-level 
classification system of science. Journal of the American Society for Information Science and 
Technology, 63(12), 2378–2392. (paper, preprint)  

 Waltman, L., & Van Eck, N.J. (2013a). Source normalized indicators of citation impact: An 
overview of different approaches and an empirical comparison. Scientometrics, 96(3), 699–716. 
(paper, preprint)  

 Waltman, L., & Van Eck, N.J. (2013b). A systematic empirical comparison of different approaches 
for normalizing citation impact indicators. Journal of Informetrics, 7(4), 833–849. (paper, preprint)  

 Ruiz-Castillo, J., & Waltman, L. (2015). Field-normalized citation impact indicators using 
algorithmically constructed classification systems of science. Journal of Informetrics, 9(1), 102–
117. (paper)  

 Waltman, L., & Van Eck, N.J. (2015). Field-normalized citation impact indicators and the choice of 
an appropriate counting method. Journal of Informetrics, 9(4), 872–894. (paper, preprint)  

The CWTS Leiden Ranking is based exclusively on bibliographic data from the Web of Science database 
of Thomson Reuters (Scientific), Inc., Philadelphia, PA, USA.”
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5
 http://www.leidenranking.com/information/indicators, acedido 19 de maio de 2016. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/asi.22708
http://arxiv.org/abs/1202.3941
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/asi.22748
http://arxiv.org/abs/1203.0532
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11192-012-0913-4
http://arxiv.org/abs/1208.6122
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.joi.2013.08.002
http://arxiv.org/abs/1301.4941
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.joi.2014.11.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.joi.2015.08.001
http://arxiv.org/abs/1501.04431
http://www.leidenranking.com/information/indicators
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“Updates and corrections 

The following updates and corrections have been made to the CWTS Leiden Ranking.  
May 18, 2016. Release of the 2016 edition of the Leiden Ranking. The following changes have been made 
compared with the 2015 edition:  
• Selection of universities included in ranking. In the 2015 edition of the Leiden Ranking, the 750 

universities worldwide with the largest Web of Science indexed publication output were included. In the 
2016 edition, we use a different approach to select the universities that are included in the ranking. Rather 
than selecting a fixed number of universities, we include all universities worldwide whose publication 
output is above a fixed threshold. This threshold equals 1000 fractionally counted Web of Science core 
publications in the period 2011–2014. Using this threshold, 842 universities have been selected for 
inclusion in the 2016 edition.  
• Academic hospitals. The treatment of some academic hospitals has changed in the 2016 edition of the 
Leiden Ranking. In earlier editions, publications mentioning an affiliation with an academic hospital that is 
part of or controlled by a university were assigned to the university. In addition, publications from an 
academic health science center to which a university delegates its medical research and teaching duties 
were also assigned to the university. In the 2016 edition, publications from academic hospitals that do not 
satisfy the above criteria but that are nevertheless very tightly integrated with a university are also 
assigned to the university. Researchers that work at these hospitals but that are employed by the 
university often turn out not to mention their affiliation with the university. We assume that researchers do 
not mention their university affiliation because the hospital is perceived to be part of the medical faculty of 
the university.  
• Inter-institutional collaboration indicators. In the 2015 edition of the Leiden Ranking, a collaboration 
between a university and an affiliated organization that is considered to be part of the university was 
regarded as an inter-institutional collaboration. For instance, a collaboration between Leiden University 
and Leiden University Medical Center was seen as an inter-institutional collaboration. In the 2016 edition, 
these collaborations are no longer regarded as inter-institutional collaborations.  
• International collaboration indicators. In the 2015 edition of the Leiden Ranking, England, Northern 
Ireland, Scotland, and Wales were regarded as separate countries in the calculation of the international 
collaboration indicators. In the 2016 edition, the United Kingdom is regarded as a single country in the 
calculation of the international collaboration indicators. Hence, a collaboration between for instance an 
English and a Scottish university is no longer seen as an international collaboration.  
• Indicators on collaboration with industry. These indicators are no longer available in the Leiden Ranking. 
Indicators on universities’ collaboration with industry will be published separately in the Fall 2016.  
• Website. The Leiden Ranking website has been significantly revised. In addition to a traditional list-based 

presentation, where universities are presented in a list ranked based on a selected indicator, the revised 
website also offers a chart-based and a map-based presentation. Furthermore, in the list-based 
presentation on the revised website, size-dependent and size-independent indicators are always 
presented together and the P indicator has replaced the PP(top 10%) indicator as the default indicator for 
ranking universities.” 

6
 

  

                                                 
6
 http://www.leidenranking.com/information/updates, acedido 19 de maio de 2016. 

http://www.leidenranking.com/information/updates
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2. Evolução 2013-2016 dos indicadores e posições da U.Porto no CWTS 
Leiden Ranking 
 

 
Apesar de a metodologia do Leiden Ranking não ter sido significativamente alterada de 2015 
para 2016, a alteração do número de universidades consideradas e a alteração do indicador 
pré-definido de ordenação (PP(top10%), em 2015 e P, em 2016) retiram qualquer sentido à 
comparação de posições.  
Optou-se, por isso, por apresentar a evolução dos indicadores da U.Porto. 

 
Evolução U.Porto no Leiden Ranking 
  2013 2014 2015 2016 

Impacto 
(contagem 
fracionada) 

P 4057 4450 4970 5377 

PP(top10%) 7.7% 8.5% 8.8% 8.8% 

PP(top1%)   
0.8% 0.7%  

PP(top50%)   
49.7% 50.4%  

MNCS 0.86 0.91 0.93 0.94 

 
     Colaboração 

(contagem 
inteira) 

P 7234 8314 9462 10436 

PP(collab) 75.0% 79.7% 80.7% 80.4%  

PP(int collab) 48.8% 49.7% 50.0% 50.4%  

PP(<100 km) 
 

19.8% 20.3% 20.6%  

PP(>5000 km) 
  

21.5% 22.3%  

 

     Rank 
World 391 436 425/750 149/842 

Europe 177 203 200/285 42/316 

Iberoamerica 12 13 12/54 5/63 

Portugal 4 3 4/6 2/6 
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3. Universidades portuguesas no CWTS Leiden Ranking 2016 
 

3.1 All Sciences 7 

 
3.1.1 Type of indicators: Impact  

Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100; Calculate impact indicators using 

fractional counting. 

 

 
P 

P 
(top 10%) 

PP 
(top 10%) 

P 
(top 1%) 

PP 
(top 1%) 

P 
(top 50%) 

PP 
(top 50%) 

# world # Eur # Iber # PT 

Univ Lisbon 6213 548 8.8% 60 1.0% 3061 49.3% 118 33 3 1 

Univ Porto 5377 475 8.8% 38 0.7% 2709 50.4% 149 42 5 2 

Univ Coimbra 2926 252 8.6% 21 0.7% 1455 49.7% 348 125 22 3 

Univ Aveiro 2814 258 9.2% 22 0.8% 1404 49.9% 361 134 24 4 

Univ Nova Lisboa 2023 197 9.8% 26 1.3% 1016 50.2% 493 184 30 5 

Univ Minho 1976 181 9.1% 18 0.9% 975 49.3% 504 186 31 6 

#IES        842 316 63 6 

 

 
Gráfico 1: Leiden Ranking 2016 – All sciences, impact 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 

  

                                                 
7
 http://www.leidenranking.com/ranking/2016/list, acedido 18 de maio de 2016 

http://www.leidenranking.com/ranking/2016/list
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3.1.2 Type of indicators: Collaboration  

Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100 

 
 P P 

(collab) 
PP 
(collab) 

P 
(int collab) 

PP 
(int collab) 

PP 
(<100 km) 

PP 
(>5000km) 

# 
world 

# 
Eur 

# 
Iber 

# 
PT 

Univ Lisbon 12879 10412 80.8% 7316 56.8% 15.5% 26.9% 112 39 3 1 

Univ Porto 10436 8395 80.4% 5262 50.4% 20.6% 22.3% 162 59 6 2 

Univ Coimbra 6053 4876 80.6% 3246 53.6% 14.3% 26.5% 330 128 20 3 

Univ Aveiro 5243 4170 79.5% 2690 51.3% 14.2% 22.0% 384 154 25 4 

Univ Nova Lisboa 4647 3973 85.5% 2574 55.4% 20.1% 25.2% 428 167 29 5 

Univ Minho 4275 3468 81.1% 2359 55.2% 17.1% 29.8% 468 181 32 6 

#IES        842 316 63 6 

 
 
Gráfico 2: Leiden Ranking 2016 – All sciences, international collaboration 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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3.2 By Fields8 

 

3.2.1 Biomedical and health sciences 

 

 
Type of indicators: Impact  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100; Calculate impact indicators using 

fractional counting.  
 

 
P 

P 
(top 10%) 

PP 
(top 10%) 

P 
(top 1%) 

PP 
(top 1%) 

P 
(top 50%) 

PP 
(top 50%) 

# world # Eur # Iber # PT 

Univ Porto 2045 158 7.7% 11 0.6% 944 46.2% 191 63 6 1 

Univ Lisbon 1257 99 7.9% 8 0.6% 601 47.8% 305 117 16 2 

Univ Coimbra 1027 91 8.9% 8 0.8% 496 48.4% 351 135 18 3 

Univ Nova Lisboa 492 44 9.0% 4 0.8% 252 51.2% 545 208 34 4 

Univ Minho 452 41 9.0% 3 0.6% 221 49.0% 567 215 37 5 

Univ Aveiro 384 24 6.3% 2 0.4% 181 47.1% 604 231 40 6 

#IES        797 309 62 6 

 
 
Gráfico 3: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Biomedical and health sciences, impact 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 

 
 

  

                                                 
8
 http://www.leidenranking.com/ranking/2016/list, acedido 18 e 19 de maio de 2016. 

 

http://www.leidenranking.com/ranking/2016/list
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Type of indicators: Collaboration  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100 

 
 

 P P 
(collab) 

PP 
(collab) 

P 
(int collab) 

PP 
(int collab) 

PP 
(<100 km) 

PP 
(>5000km) 

# 
world 

# 
Eur 

# 
Iber 

# 
PT 

Univ Porto 4091 3373 82.4% 1943 47.5% 25.9% 22.4% 195 77 5 1 

Univ Lisbon 2708 2233 82.4% 1510 55.8% 20.6% 26.2% 294 119 15 2 

Univ Coimbra 2015 1597 79.2% 965 47.9% 19.7% 22.5% 374 149 18 3 

Univ Nova Lisboa 1256 1127 89.7% 749 59.6% 22.5% 27.5% 489 197 28 4 

Univ Minho 1093 948 86.8% 589 53.9% 26.6% 29.4% 527 207 33 5 

Univ Aveiro 761 625 82.1% 330 43.3% 25.3% 16.8% 611 239 42 6 

#IES        827 316 63 6 

 
 
Gráfico 4: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Biomedical and health sciences, international collaboration 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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3.2.2 Life and earth sciences 

 

 
Type of indicators: Impact  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100; Calculate impact indicators using 

fractional counting.  
 
 

 
P 

P 
(top 10%) 

PP 
(top 10%) 

P 
(top 1%) 

PP 
(top 1%) 

P 
(top 50%) 

PP 
(top 50%) 

# world # Eur # Iber # PT 

Univ Lisbon 1331 107 8.0% 9 0.7% 652 49.0% 48 10 4 1 

Univ Porto 1105 100 9.1% 8 0.7% 580 52.5% 75 17 5 2 

Univ Aveiro 738 54 7.3% 4 0.5% 343 46.5% 151 50 14 3 

Univ Coimbra 483 41 8.5% 3 0.5% 252 52.3% 274 102 31 4 

Univ Nova Lisboa 402 42 10.4% 7 1.8% 211 52.6% 331 128 38 5 

Univ Minho 319 33 10.3% 5 1.5% 165 51.7% 413 162 43 6 

#IES        729 288 61 6 

 

 
Gráfico 5: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Life and earth sciences, impact 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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Type of indicators: Collaboration  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100 

 
 P P 

(collab) 
PP 
(collab) 

P 
(int collab) 

PP 
(int collab) 

PP 
(<100 km) 

PP 
(>5000km) 

# 
world 

# 
Eur 

# 
Iber 

# 
PT 

Univ Lisbon 2872 2432 84.7% 1600 55.7% 15.1% 22.8% 43 12 3 1 

Univ Porto 2223 1843 82.9% 1200 54.0% 17.6% 21.6% 86 25 6 2 

Univ Aveiro 1341 1065 79.4% 653 48.7% 12.5% 15.9% 193 74 15 3 

Univ Coimbra 1014 856 84.5% 564 55.7% 11.0% 20.1% 276 112 30 4 

Univ Nova Lisboa 926 814 87.9% 519 56.1% 21.3% 21.9% 308 128 32 5 

Univ Minho 653 519 79.6% 337 51.5% 14.0% 24.1% 412 169 44 6 

#IES        809 308 62 6 

 
 
Gráfico 6: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Life and earth sciences, international collaboration 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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3.2.3 Mathematics and computer science 

 

 
Type of indicators: Impact  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100; Calculate impact indicators using 

fractional counting 

 

 
P 

P 
(top 10%) 

PP 
(top 10%) 

P 
(top 1%) 

PP 
(top 1%) 

P 
(top 50%) 

PP 
(top 50%) 

# world # Eur # Iber # PT 

Univ Lisbon 892 67 7.5% 7 0.7% 428 48.0% 44 6 3 1 

Univ Porto 369 37 10.0% 5 1.3% 195 53.0% 221 67 15 2 

Univ Coimbra 316 30 9.3% 1 0.4% 172 54.4% 281 92 21 3 

Univ Aveiro 269 23 8.7% 1 0.5% 130 48.3% 348 120 26 4 

Univ Nova Lisboa 203 14 7.1% 1 0.6% 85 41.8% 457 173 35 5 

Univ Minho 184 18 9.6% 2 0.9% 87 47.2% 491 186 41 6 

#IES        665 263 54 6 

 
 

Gráfico 7: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Mathematics and computer science, impact 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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Type of indicators: Collaboration  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100 

 

 
P P 

(collab) 
PP 
(collab) 

P 
(int collab) 

PP 
(int collab) 

PP 
(<100 km) 

PP 
(>5000km) 

# 
world 

# 
Eur 

# 
Iber 

# 
PT 

Univ Lisbon 1573 1185 75.3% 839 53.4% 15.0% 24.0% 39 6 3 1 

Univ Porto 635 472 74.4% 313 49.4% 16.4% 24.7% 218 66 15 2 

Univ Coimbra 577 442 76.7% 278 48.2% 16.2% 22.8% 244 80 18 3 

Univ Aveiro 475 350 73.7% 244 51.4% 11.7% 22.3% 327 112 25 4 

Univ Nova Lisboa 374 295 78.8% 170 45.5% 24.6% 19.6% 430 162 33 5 

Univ Minho 317 230 72.7% 147 46.4% 14.3% 18.2% 488 186 40 6 

#IES        731 288 60 6 

 
 
Gráfico 8: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Mathematics and computer science, international collaboration 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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3.2.4 Physical sciences and engineering  

 
 
Type of indicators: Impact  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100; Calculate impact indicators using 

fractional counting 

 

 
P 

P 
(top 10%) 

PP 
(top 10%) 

P 
(top 1%) 

PP 
(top 1%) 

P 
(top 50%) 

PP 
(top 50%) 

# world # Eur # Iber # PT 

Univ Lisbon 2351 251 10.7% 34 1.5% 1221 51.9% 75 11 2 1 

Univ Porto 1587 174 10.9% 13 0.8% 893 56.2% 142 31 4 2 

Univ Aveiro 1346 153 11.3% 15 1.2% 715 53.1% 201 60 11 3 

Univ Coimbra 945 80 8.5% 8 0.9% 464 49.1% 302 102 21 4 

Univ Minho 814 78 9.6% 7 0.9% 410 50.4% 368 125 24 5 

Univ Nova Lisboa 765 82 10.7% 11 1.4% 384 50.1% 395 135 28 6 

#IES        800 297 62 6 

 
 
Gráfico 9: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Physical sciences and engineering, impact 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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Type of indicators: Collaboration  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100 

 
 P P 

(collab) 
PP 
(collab) 

P 
(int collab) 

PP 
(int collab) 

PP 
(<100 km) 

PP 
(>5000km) 

# 
world 

# 
Eur 

# 
Iber 

# 
PT 

Univ Lisbon 5044 4076 80.8% 3028 60.0% 13.3% 30.4% 63 17 2 1 

Univ Porto 3063 2435 79.5% 1659 54.2% 16.5% 23.1% 168 55 8 2 

Univ Aveiro 2518 2015 80.0% 1404 55.7% 11.8% 27.1% 227 86 14 3 

Univ Coimbra 2187 1808 82.7% 1342 61.3% 10.6% 35.3% 265 104 18 4 

Univ Minho 1823 1470 80.7% 1067 58.5% 14.3% 35.1% 336 136 26 5 

Univ Nova Lisboa 1745 1457 83.5% 933 53.5% 18.8% 25.6% 345 139 27 6 

#IES        821 307 62 6 

 
 
Gráfico 10: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Physical sciences and engineering, international collaboration 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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3.2.5 Social sciences and humanities 

 
Type of indicators: Impact  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100; Calculate impact indicators using 

fractional counting.  

 

 
P 

P 
(top 10%) 

PP 
(top 10%) 

P 
(top 1%) 

PP 
(top 1%) 

P 
(top 50%) 

PP 
(top 50%) 

# world # Eur # Iber # PT 

Univ Lisbon 382 24 6.4% 2 0.6% 158 41.3% 217 78 5 1 

Univ Porto 271 7 2.4% 0 0.0% 97 35.9% 300 114 13 2 

Univ Minho 205 12 5.7% 1 0.4% 91 44.4% 366 141 15 3 

Univ Nova Lisboa 161 15 9.2% 2 1.5% 85 52.6% 418 172 23 4 

Univ Coimbra 156 11 6.8% 0 0.1% 69 44.6% 424 176 25 5 

#IES        499 212 38 5 

Nota: O critério P (fracionado) mínimo de 100 exclui a U.Aveiro (P=77) 

 
 
Gráfico 11: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Social sciences and humanities, impact 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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Type of indicators: Collaboration  
Indicator used for ranking: P 
 
Parâmetros: Time period: 2011-2014. Min. publication output=100 

 
 

 P P 
(collab) 

PP 
(collab) 

P 
(int collab) 

PP 
(int collab) 

PP 
(<100 km) 

PP 
(>5000km) 

# 
world 

# 
Eur 

# 
Iber 

# 
PT 

Univ Lisbon 682 488 71.5% 338 49.6% 14.6% 27.1% 217 76 4 1 

Univ Porto 424 273 64.3% 146 34.4% 20.9% 16.2% 330 124 12 2 

Univ Minho 390 300 76.9% 220 56.3% 10.3% 24.6% 350 134 14 3 

Univ Nova Lisboa 347 281 81.0% 203 58.3% 10.7% 28.8% 377 147 17 4 

Univ Coimbra 261 173 66.3% 97 37.4% 12.7% 16.3% 435 177 26 5 

Univ Aveiro 148 116 78.2% 60 40.3% 19.6% 17.9% 541 234 42 6 

#IES        612 270 50 6 

 
 
Gráfico 12: Leiden Ranking 2016 – Social sciences and humanities, international collaboration 

 
Fonte: CWTS, Leiden ranking 2016, chart view 
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